
Monster Virus Alert by Canadian Immunologist. “Pfizer’s Plan to Mutate SARS-
CoV-2 for New Vaccines” (video)

Description

«This video footage (link below) reveals plans (that might already be in action) to mutate SARS-CoV-2
so they can predict what future variants might appear, so they can have customized shots sitting on the
shelf, ready to disseminate to the public. This directed evolution of a pathogenic virus has the potential
to unleash a genuine ‘monster virus’. Plus, it sounds like the work they are doing with individual
proteins is a full-on form of gain-of-function research that may be occurring in parallel».

This is the alert launched by Dr Byram W. Bridle on his substack ‘COVID Chronicles”. Bridle is
an Associate Professor of Viral Immunology in the Department of Pathobiology at the University of
Guelph (Ontario, Canada).

He was the first to highlight the Spike protein’s toxicity and to point out the many miscarriage after
mRNA vaccination with Comirnaty.

The video was released by Project Veritas that obtained Pfizer documents confirming the identify of
Jordon Walker (the executive in the video; not a junior employee).

Yesterday, Project Veritas released a new video in which it exposes a Pfizer official, Jordon Trishton
Walker, who claims that his business is looking into a means to “mutate” COVID using “Directed
Evolution” in order to foresee the development of future vaccines.

Directed Evolution, according to Walker, differs from Gain-of-Function, which is described as “a
mutation that confers new or enhanced activity on a protein.” In other words, it suggests that a virus
like COVID can grow more potent as a result of a mutation or scientific experiment.

The Pfizer executive told a Veritas journalist about his company’s COVID vaccine plans, while knowing
that the information would be unpopular if it became public.

“One of the things we [Pfizer] are exploring is like, why don’t we just mutate it [COVID] ourselves so we
could create — preemptively develop new vaccines, right? So, we have to do that. If we’re gonna do
that though, there’s a risk of like, as you could imagine — no one wants to be having a pharma
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company mutating f**king viruses,” Walker said.

Walker suggested parallels between the present Pfizer research and what might have occurred at
China’s Wuhan Institute of Virology.

“You have to be very controlled to make sure that this virus [COVID] that you mutate doesn’t create
something that just goes everywhere. Which, I suspect, is the way that the virus started in Wuhan, to
be honest. It makes no sense that this virus popped out of nowhere. It’s bullsh*t,” he said.

“You’re not supposed to do Gain-of-Function research with viruses. Regularly not. We can do these
selected structure mutations to make them more potent. There is research ongoing about that. I don’t
know how that is going to work. There better not be any more outbreaks because Jesus Christ,” he
said.

Walker also informed the Veritas journalist that COVID has played a role in Pfizer’s recent financial
success.

The video «confirms that Pfizer is almost certain the original Wuhan variant of SARS-CoV-2 was
anything but natural  Pfizer is clearly proud of its regulatory capture. In other words, they have
substantial control over how health regulatory agencies review their applications» Bridle added.

«Easy’ reviews = high-paying jobs in big pharma. I would like to know how the media relations
divisions of regulatory agencies are going to handle this bomb that has been dropped on them. I think
it is high time that they start thinking about how they are going to win back the trust of the ‘fully awake’
members of the public (with more joining the ranks daily)» highlighted the Canadian immunologist.

«Pfizer does not seem to have a genuine interest in public health. (What, they haven’t changed 
how they have conducted their business for many years? What a surprise! [sarcasm]) Legacy
media should take note. This video is an example of how investigative journalism is really done; for the
greater good of the public. If you hire journalists, you might be able to approach this level of
excellence. Please share this video with as many people as you can, especially the so-called ‘narrative
pushers’. They might find it difficult to find an easy rebuttal to this one» concluded Bridle.
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